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The CAD Week - Bias is Bearish
- by Mark Mitchell, p3-4
The BoC finally delivered another 50bp cut on Friday, its third emergency 50bp
cut in just over three weeks, taking the key rate to 0.25% to match the 2009/10
record lows. In addition, the BoC announced two new asset purchase plans, but
signaled that they now feel the policy rate is at its "effective lower bound".

Euro Corp Comment: Bumper Week as Issuers Offer Attractive Premiums
- by Matthew Barrett, p5-6
It was a bumper week for issuance with EUR Investment Grade/split-rated 
corporate supply coming in at a blowout EUR20.97bn from 29 separate 
tranches. That marks the busiest week for the asset class since the w/e 6-Sep 
2019.

Two Distinct Camps
- by Marcus Dewsnap, p7
The performance of risk assets has left two distinct camps: those who think the 
worst has been priced-in, and those suggesting a classic bear market bounce 
with new lows to come.

The GBP Week - Bias is Bearish
- by Tony Nyman, p8-9
Starting on a negative footing. Friday, Fitch cut the UK's credit rating one notch 
to AA-, outlook negative on the heavy spending to fight the coronavirus.

China Insight: Bond Inflows Pick up Amid Weak Economy
- by Tim Cheung and Riki Zhang, p10-11
Negative GDP growth in Q1 looks unavoidable. With interest rates trending 
downward, onshore government bonds and policy bank bonds have kept rallying 
recently on the back of strong buy-and-hold demand.

Know The Flows: Flight to Cash Continues Unabated Going Into Final Week of 
March - by Cameron Brandt, p12
EPFR-tracked US Money Market Funds absorbed a record-setting $254 billion 
during the week ending March 25 as panicked investors liquidated their holdings 
in both Equity and Bond Funds and moved as near to cash as they could 
reasonably get. 

BTP 10yr Yield – Yield Decline Targets 1.164/0.906
- by Ed Blake, p14
Watch for continued yield weakness targeting higher lows at 1.164/0.906, 
perhaps the 2020 low at 0.850. Above the 1.722 lower high would question 
downside risk.

EUR/USD – A Longer-Term Perspective
- by Andrew Dowdell, p15
Sharp reversal from 1.1495 threatens extension lower, but momentum is slowing, 
and potential for a snap-back will grow as we approach 1.0341 low/76.4% retrace 
at 1.0073.

Gold/Copper Ratio – 7.488 Caps But Upside Scope Remains
- by Ed Blake, p16
Look for continued ratio strength on a sustained break of 7.488 targeting 7.671 
then a Fibonacci projection cluster by 7.962. Caution on a return below the 6.732 
higher low.
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The CAD Week - Bias is Bearish
By Mark Mitchell, Senior FX Analyst
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Expected Usd/Cad trading range is 1.3820-1.4530

The BoC finally delivered another 50bp cut on Friday, its third emergency 50bp cut in just
over three weeks, taking the key rate to 0.25% to match the 2009/10 record lows.

In addition, the BoC announced two new asset purchase plans, but signaled that they now
feel the policy rate is at its "effective lower bound". Poloz and Co stressed that their
version of QE is aimed primarily at easing the strains in short-term funding markets,
instead of targeting the yield curve.

TD says that while the policy measures announced will help ease pressures, they will not
stop an historic contraction in real GDP in the real term, but now feel that the main
question is not the depth of the downturn, but its duration.

USD/CAD remained volatile last week, but traded with a bearish tone almost throughout
the five days, culminating in the trip to 1.3922 on Fri. Having started the week looking like
it would threaten the Jan 2016 high up at 1.4690, the reversal has been hugely surprising,
but it was mostly a case of Dollar weakness, instead of Loonie strength.

Oil prices are back near the lows from earlier this month, which should prove to be a
weight on the Loonie, but the determining factor on where individual currencies go in the
next few weeks may come down to which country has reacted best to the unprecedented
medical situation that faces them.

TD Securities recommends selling the Loonie, as it says it is "uniquely positioned to suffer"
an "oil terms of trade shock". They figure that the fall in oil prices will acutely weigh on
business investment, which has not really recovered since the fall in oil prices in 2014/15.
They add that the govt will not be able to prevent a second round of defaults and
bankruptcies, while household balance sheets are more indebted now than they were back
in 2008. This means, they say, that the consumer will not be able to bail out the economy
as it did then.

They recommend buying Usd/Cad at 1.4050 with a target of 1.4650 and a stop at 1.3725.

We would tend to agree with them, but the Dollar's recent hugely volatile trade makes us
wary.

USD/CAD TECH - Reversing lower just shy of 2016 peak
• Reversed of Mar's 1.4668 high, after sellers returned just ahead of the 2016 peak (20

Jan) at 1.4690
• Risk is now seen to 50% of the advance from Dec's 1.2952 low/16 Mar low

(1.3810/1.3734), where buyers may look to re-group
• Clearance of 1.4276 followed by 1.4375 signals a return to strength

RISKS - For us firmly centre around oil prices, but the spread of the coronavirus will remain
the overriding factor.

The CAD Week – cont’d
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By Matthew Barrett, Senior Analyst

Back to Index Page

It was a bumper week for issuance with EUR Investment Grade/split-rated corporate supply
coming in at a blowout EUR20.97bn from 29 separate tranches. That marks the busiest week
for the asset class since the w/e 6-Sep 2019 when a larger EUR23.05bn hit the tape (from 33
deals).

That was also more than the amount priced in the previous five weeks combined
(EUR19.15bn) and lifted the yearly corporate haul up to EUR95.645bn, which is just 3.63%
behind where we were at this is stage in 2019 (EUR99.245bn).

The majority of the week's deals came Tuesday-Thursday as issuers made the most of the
window of opportunity as equity and credit markets saw a much-needed rebound after
central banks and governments globally announced stimulus packages to help counter
negative impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic which has now killed almost 25,000 people
worldwide.

Demand for the latest batch of transactions was nothing short of breath-taking with
investors placing combined orders that topped EUR134.75bn for the EUR20.97bn of paper.
That is made even more impressive when considering that doesn't include the demand for
Danaher (EUR1.75bn three-part) and Chenzhou (EUR120m 3yr) with no books
communicated on the former due to it being SEC-registered.

In turn, the average cover ratio across those bonds where booksizes were revealed came in
at a whopping 7.74x which is the largest of the year.

That enormous demand came with investors enticed by the very pragmatic approach taken
by borrowers amid the huge bouts of volatility. Overall the average final NIC on last week's
tranches was an eye-catching 38.04bps which came despite borrowers ramping in pricing an
average 35bps from IPTs to reoffer.

.

continued page 6
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One borrower that bucked the trend of offering huge NICs was French chemicals
company Air Liquide which on Thursday printed EUR500m 5- and 10-yr tranches with NICs
of zero and -5bps.

That after the issuer ramped in pricing 50-55bps from IPTs to reoffer after the deals could
have been sold an eye-catching 16x and 19x respectively.

And, despite the huge tightening in the execution process and the borrower leaving little on
the table, the trades were bid considerably inside reoffer on Friday.

In fact, nearly all of last week's corporate trades were bid inside their respective landing
spreads on Friday as investors who missed out in the allocation process piled in amid an
improved tone that was evident through much of the week. See our secondary tracker here.

However, as the weekend approached, equities were seen giving back some of their gains as
coronavirus cases continued to rise across the globe and with no vaccine imminent.

Such concerns look likely to keep markets volatile and whilst corporate issuers will be keen
to mop up the huge unsatisfied demand seen for last week's trades, that volatility could limit
the amount of issuers who actually decide to jump in.

However, should the tone be accommodative then it is likely we will see more issuers look
to make the most of any window that presents itself, assuming borrowers are prepared to
pay the necessary premium needed to ensure smooth execution in what promise to be
volatile markets.

Back to Index Page

https://www.informagm.com/stories/1592729
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By Marcus Dewsnap, IGM Head of Fixed Income Strategy

The performance of risk assets, even accounting for the Friday downside, since last Monday has
left two distinct camps. Those whom think the worst has been priced-in (see reaction to US
jobless claims) and looking ahead to Q3/Q4 with fiscal/monetary policy to support, i.e. bottoms
have been reached, and those suggesting a classic bear market bounce aided by quarter- and
month-end portfolio rebalancing flows, i.e. new lows to come. The new quarter begins part way
through the week (Wednesday).

Monetary authorities are throwing the kitchen sink as revealed by the Fed’s latest balance sheet
numbers (over 5-business days to Wednesday’s close, total assets +$586.1bn FX swap lines
+$206bn, USTs +$337bn, MBS +$17.9bn). This has helped weaken the Dollar and therefore
loosen financial conditions. Fiscal authorities’ response is mixed. Individual countries in the EMU
are putting programs in place, but at the EMU level there is no agreement. And there is still
concern as to when government programs will reach those in need. For instance, the UK’s self-
employment help scheme isn’t expected to deliver any funds until June.

Financial markets are functioning better. High grade debt issuance has been robust over the last
few days as companies take the opportunity provided by central bank largesse to refinance and
top up cash reserves. Credit lines continue to be drawn down which provides stress in the
financing arena. Downgrades add to the overall concerns about corporate health. High yield
spreads remain stressful (as do some IG spreads). Some of the market plumbing shows signs of
being fixed e.g. Dollar cross currency basis swaps are back to normal levels, even in Jpy (at time of
writing). Still, Usd-Libor is blowing out. FRA-OIS is stable at a much lower level though, but still
elevated.

None of this is to gloss over the fact we are in for at least a very short-term deep recession and
unknown job losses. The length of the recession is dictated by the spread of the coronavirus. This
in turn will heavily influence confidence via jobs. Deeper falls in confidence now risk tougher
medium-term economic consequences – a downside pressure for yields. This just serves to
highlight where government efforts need to focus – protecting/saving jobs to keep up confidence
to maximise the rebound.

US initial jobless claims bring into sharp relief the impact of the economic shutdown on jobs
(despite what the US Treasury Secretary says, is not irrelevant to those whom have lost jobs).
Hence, German March unemployment change (Tuesday) will be of great interest. Short-time
work figures are dated and it’ll be a few more outturns before the March figures are due. The full
impact of the shutdown will not be felt until April and May figures. Any inference as to how policy
is helping and will help to mitigate job losses will be key. Similar for March Spanish
unemployment change (Thursday) and the US employment report (Friday). Surveys for the latter
were taken the week when claims were ‘just’ 282k. The latest figures suggest at least a two
percentage point rise in the unemployment rate. The report will be ‘bad’ but again, we will not
see any semblance of the seriousness of the virus impact until April’s figures. Initial claims will
once more be a focal point (Thursday).

Back to Index Page
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The GBP Week - Bias is Bearish
By Tony Nyman, Head of G10 FX
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Expected Gbp/Usd trading range is 1.1900-1.2550.

Starting on a negative footing. Friday, Fitch cut the UK's credit rating one notch to AA-,
outlook negative on the heavy spending to fight the coronavirus. Also cited uncertainty
regarding the post-Brexit trade relationship with the EU. Sees a near 4% contraction this
year and expects the debt to GDP ratio to jump to 99% in 2021.

See bottom right of the Dashboard, the Citi UK economic surprise index is coming off
recent 75-plus highs from a week or so ago after last week's sorry 35.7 flash services PMI
and -0.3% m/m Feb retail sales.

It's another fairly busy week on the UK data slate including Mar Gfk consumer confidence
early Tue (-15 forecast vs -7 last) followed by the likes of final Q4 GDP (0.0% q/q) and then
the final Mar PMIs through the remainder of the week. Fri's composite seen at 36.0, even
softer than the 37.1 earlier release.

Also, a post-Brexit meeting between the EU and UK will go ahead this week despite the
coronavirus crisis. The BBC reports with much of Europe in lockdown, Cabinet Office
minister Gove will meet EU officials via video link. The UK has ruled out any deadline
extension, but EC President von der Leyen has warned it will be "impossible" to reach a
comprehensive deal within that timescale. Remember the likes of UK PM Johnson has been
diagnosed with a mild form of the virus.

RISK - We stand by recent/potential weights:

• A continuing UK shutdown, with no end in sight.
• BOE negative rates?
• UK data vs RoW. What's going to be worse?
• Expected Brexit talks difficulties
• The C/A problem (ING).
• Risk on Risk off (HSBC)

• Sharp rebound off Mar's 1.1412 low has left a "V" type bottom in place
• Bulls now eye 61.8% of the fall from the 9 Mar 1.3200 high at 1.2517
• Above opens the 200-DMA (approx. 1.2670)/tough 1.2726/78 area (28 Feb former

low/76.4% retrace)
• Potential is seen for congestion/pullback near-term, but only below 1.1973/34 derails

the recovery

The GBP Week – cont’d

Back to Index Page
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As Emerging Markets (EM) go into recession, EM policymakers have rapidly deployed a
broad range of support measures with more to come, but it remains to be seen how
effective these will be in mitigating the EM growth hit. As far as China is concerned,
negative GDP growth in Q1 looks unavoidable. The most pessimistic estimate in the street
is -9%. For the full-year GDP growth, the revised estimates in the street fall between +1%
and +4%. In light of the gloomy economic outlook, Beijing definitely will step up stimulus.
Now a cut in the benchmark deposit rate is on the cards, which could be a more
meaningful means to boost retail consumption.

With interest rates trending downward, onshore government bonds and policy bank bonds
have kept rallying recently on the back of strong buy-and-hold demand (chart 1). The latest
data suggests the China bond market saw USD11bn of net inflows from foreign investors in
February, up from only USD2bn in January (chart 2). Among the paper which is already or
being included in the major global government bond indices, policy bank bonds (PBBs)
registered a bigger increase in foreign investors' portfolios than China Government Bonds
(CGBs). Of the USD11bn of net inflows in February, USD5bn was taken by PBBs, USD4bn by
CGBs with the remainder by negotiable certificates of deposit (NCDs) and medium-term
notes (MTNs).

continued page 11
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By Tim Cheung, Head of China, Riki Zhang EM Analyst
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Meanwhile, as per www.chnfund.com (a major website about the fund management
industry in China), the regulators will change the approval mechanism for 2nd-tier bond
funds which are eligible for investing mainly in bonds and a bit in A-shares. The change will
speed up the approval process. Given the outlook of A-shares continues to be sluggish, such
a change will encourage more fund management firms to set up 2nd-tier bond funds (chart
3), in turn providing extra support to bond market sentiment.

http://www.chnfund.com/
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By Cameron Brandt, Director, Research

EPFR-tracked US Money Market Funds absorbed a record-setting $254 billion during the week
ending March 25 as panicked investors liquidated their holdings in both Equity and Bond Funds
and moved as near to cash as they could reasonably get. With the number of confirmed cases of
COVID-19 exceeding 500,000 globally, redemptions from all Equity Funds hit a 68-week high while
Bond Funds followed up last week’s record outflow by posting an even bigger number.

For the second week running Bond Funds with investment grade mandates experienced the
heaviest outflows. With most major equity indexes down 10% to 30% year-to-date, investors
again sought to exit positions with the smallest embedded losses. Those focused on equities
continue to sell the overall story, to the detriment of fund groups with diversified regional
mandates, but they remain willing to buy into funds tied to individual markets. Reflecting the
progress made by China, Korea and Singapore in controlling the coronavirus pandemic – and their
willingness to roll out stimulus measures -- Equity Country Funds dedicated to those markets and
to Japan, Australia and Taiwan recorded inflows.

Overall, the seven days ending March 25 saw investors pull $109 billion from all EPFR-tracked
Bond Funds, $26 billion from Equity Funds, $17 billion from Balanced Funds and $1.5 billion from
Alternative Funds while a net $234 billion flowed into all Money Market Funds. A week after their
lengthy inflow streak was snapped, Equity Funds with socially responsible (SRI) or environmental,
social and governance (ESG) mandates posted inflows for the 62nd time in the past 63 weeks.

At asset class and single country fund levels, Mortgage Backed Bond Funds posted another weekly
outflow record and Municipal Bond Funds saw over $10 billion redeemed for the second week
running. Flows into Italy Equity Funds climbed to their highest level since 4Q15, France Equity
Funds extended their longest run of inflows since late 3Q18 and flows into Mexico Equity Funds
hit their highest level since early 2Q19 while redemptions from both UK and Romania Bond Funds
hit record highs for the second straight week.

Back to Index Page For further information on EPFR, please click HERE

https://financialintelligence.informa.com/products-and-services/data-analysis-and-tools/epfr
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BTP 10yr Yield – Yield Decline Targets 1.164/0.906
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Technical Analysis by Ed Blake

• Reversed sharply from 2.992 (18 March spike high) to retrace just over 76.4% of the

0.850/2.992 rally

• Easing studies suggest downside risk to higher lows at 1.164/0.906 (coinciding with

Fibonacci projections from 1.722)

• Below re-opens the 2020 low at 0.850, which guards the 0.751 (12 September 2019) record

low

• Only over the 1.722 lower high would avert the immediate downside threat and target the

1.922/2.107 gap

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Watch for continued yield weakness targeting higher lows at 1.164/0.906, perhaps the 2020 low 
at 0.850. Above the 1.722 lower high would question downside risk 

Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 2.992 18 March 2020 spike high, also close to an 8½ year falling trendline 
R4 2.444 17 March 2020 high 
R3 2.107 18 March 2020 low, gap high 
R2 1.922 19 March 2020 high, gap low 
R1 1.722 24 March 2020 minor lower high 

Support Levels 

S1 1.164 11 March 2020 low, near .382 projection of 2.992/1.365 fall from 1.722 
S2 0.906 4 March 2020 low, near .5 projection of 2.992/1.365 fall from 1.722 
S3 0.850 2020 low - 13 February 
 S4 0.751 12 September 2019 record low 
S5 0.717 .618 projection of 2.992/1.365 fall from 1.722 

 



EUR/USD – A Longer-Term Perspective
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Technical Analysis by Andrew Dowdell

• Latest leg down off 1.2555 lacks momentum in comparison to the prior legs off the 1.6038 
peak

• 200-Month MA remains relatively flat and MACD is developing potential bullish divergence

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Sharp reversal from 1.1495 threatens extension lower, but momentum is slowing, and potential 
for a snap-back will grow as we approach 1.0341 low/76.4% retrace at 1.0073.

Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 1.2886 15 October 2014 high 
R4 1.2555 16 February 2018 high 
R3 1.2155 1 March 2018 low 
R2 1.1815 24 September 2018 high 
R1 1.1495 9 March 2020 high 

Support Levels 

S1 1.0636 23 March 2020 low 
S2 1.0341 3 January 2017 low 
S3 1.0073 76.4% of .8230-1.6038 rally 
S4 .9594 5 January 2001 high, near the 17 September 2002 low at .9613 
S5 .8230 26 October 2000 low 

 



Gold/Copper Ratio – 7.488 Caps But Upside Scope Remains
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Technical Analysis by Ed Blake

• Accelerated the broad uptrend to 24 March record high at 7.488 (near a pair of long-term

equality targets)

• Studies are bullish but we need to see a sustained clearance of 7.488 to confirm an

extension of the uptrend

• Upside potential would then be seen to a minor equality target at 7.671 then clustered

projections by 7.962

• Failure to sustain gains over 7.488 would start to concern and raise the prospect that a

significant high is in place

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Look for continued ratio strength on a sustained break of 7.488 targeting 7.671 then a Fibonacci 
projection cluster by 7.962. Caution on a return below the 6.732 higher low

Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 8.574 1.618x 5.232/6.694 rally from 6.209 
R4 8.201 1x 1.664/6.929 from 2.936, nr 1.382x 5.232/6.694 off 6.209 & 1.236x 2.936/6.462 from 3.911 
R3 7.962 1.236x 3.911/6.120 from 5.232, near 1.236x 5.232/6.694 from 6.209 at 8.016 
R2 7.671 Equality of 5.232/6.694 from 6.209 
R1 7.488 24 March 20 high, near equality of 3.911/6.120 off 5.232 & equality of 2.936/6.462 off 3.911 

Support Levels 

S1 6.732 19 March 2020 low, near 9 March 2020 former high at 6.694 
S2 6.209 13 March 2020 minor higher low 
S3 6.125 2 March 2020 low 
S4 6.015 12/13 February 2020 minor higher low 
S5 5.739 Historically supportive 200DMA  
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